Accelerate Six Sigma Success:
How to Leverage a Real-time Performance Management Software Platform
Manufacturers are under extreme pressure to increase operational efficiency as a means to
increase reliability and maintain margins. Six Sigma is providing a powerful means for
companies to improve performance. The use of this methodical, statistics-based approach is
increasing across a range of industries. Those in the process industries are discovering the PI
System can provide critical support to Six Sigma teams at every step of their effort. This paper
discusses how to the PI System can support a Six Sigma initiative. QNI, an Australian
minerals resource company, serves as an example.
Six Sigma: Powerful Improvements

Continuous improvement programs are not new in process manufacturing industries, but the
growing number of people being trained in Six Sigma methodologies worldwide is a striking
sign of how seriously companies are pursuing them. Six Sigma is a formal, structured
methodology for identifying, measuring, analyzing, making, and sustaining process
improvements that will matter to customers and boost business success.
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Figure 1: Six Sigma’s DMAIC cycle moves through
specified steps and uses data throughout to find and
make significant improvements to business processes.

Six Sigma not only looks for ways to improve
processes, but measures them before, during,
and after the change. The term Six Sigma
comes from a statistical measure of process
reliability or variability that equates to 3.4
defects per million opportunities (DPMO).
Companies can only achieve this goal by
following processes that are sound and show
minimal variation over time. Using Six Sigma
methods for analyzing data, companies can
more easily prove the results of improvement
efforts.
The Six Sigma method is a cycle often called
DMAIC – or Design, Measure, Analyze,
Improve, Control. (Figure 1.) This takes a
project from careful consideration of what will
actually provide customer benefits to measuring
and analyzing what is preventing strong process
performance, through all of the work to institute
improvements and ensure the changed process
is followed consistently.
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The Cost of Quality
Sigma
Level

Defects per Million
Opportunities

Cost of Quality

2

308,537 (noncompetitive)

Not applicable

3

66.807

24-40% of sales

4

6,210 (industry average)

15-25% of sales

5

233

5-15% of sales

6

3.4 (World class)

<1% of sales

Each sigma shift provides a 10 percent net income improvement.
Source: Six Sigma: The Breakthrough Management Strategy Revolutionizing the
World’s Top Corporations, Harry & Schroeder © 2000
Figure 2: The financial impact of improving process quality for each sigma level
is large; by reducing the cost of quality, a company can improve net income by
10% for each sigma level improvement.

Since the methodology begins
with identifying processes that
can influence customer
satisfaction, companies who
practice Six Sigma often
realize both higher revenues
and lower costs.
This ability to lower the cost
of quality can be quite
significant. (Figure 2.) The
use of data reduces second
guessing, and helps convince
employees at all levels that
changes truly are
improvements.

Most programs that rely on data analysis are conducted in an off-line manner by specialized
teams. The quality of the data available is critical to the speed and success of Six Sigma
programs. Increasingly, process industry companies such as QNI (Queensland operation of
BHP Billiton’s nickel business) are leveraging the operational data archives commonly used in
day-to-day operational control. These real-time performance management platforms capture
data in real-time while providing a useful foundation for improving the data and methods on
which Six Sigma programs rest.
Six Sigma Challenges: Supporting the Process

Despite the obvious benefits of Six Sigma programs, the road to success presents many
obstacles. While most companies do make gains, employees who have been trained in Six
Sigma methodologies (commonly certified as Green Belts and Black Belts) are frequently
frustrated. A survey posted on the iSixSigma site conducted by Bill Kowalski of Leap
Technologies indicates that the top challenges for practitioners include:
• Assessing the potential impact of projects – there are no standard tools for this;
• Keeping projects moving – not bogged down in analysis paralysis – so that results
come early;
• Engaging front-line employees and managers to make changes stick; and
• Integrating Six Sigma with other improvement and innovation programs.
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To look more closely at the challenges Six Sigma efforts face, we have broken the issue into
five broad and interrelated categories: Data, Focus, Analysis, Proof, and Change Management.
Data: Any statistical analysis approach relies on having appropriate data to analyze. As Six
Sigma teams seek out appropriate projects, they must also find data on which to base their
measurements and analysis. It is critical that Six Sigma teams find the best sources of data to
support their work. David Hunter, Group Leader of Metallurgical Accounting at QNI points
out, “The people we got trained on Six Sigma started out using daily averages from a
spreadsheet report. This showed only aggregate data and it often took the Six Sigma teams a
day to extract all of the data from Excel.”
Focus: Establishing and maintaining clear focus can be difficult for Six Sigma project teams.
The first challenge is identification of those projects that could make a significant difference in
a reasonable scope project. In a typical operation, there are thousands of processes and subprocesses that might all impact performance to customers, so selecting the highest payback
projects can be truly challenging. Once a project is underway, it’s easy to be sidetracked by
the many sources of data and the possibilities for analyzing and using them.
Analysis: Six Sigma training ensures team members understand statistical analysis; the
challenge, however, is determining what to analyze. David Hunter of QNI says, “Don’t get too
much data or the team will get overwhelmed with it. Analyze just the important information.
Otherwise, it defeats the whole idea of getting the project done, getting it implemented and
getting the benefits.” A second challenge reflects the need to fully understand the context of
the data – the factors that may be influencing the observed results. Reports – and particularly
spreadsheets – generally do not deliver the entire context and insight teams need.
Proof: In many cases, Six Sigma teams have trouble proving that the changes they plan to
make will have the desired effect. This makes projects difficult to justify and process
modifications challenging to push through. Even once the project is complete, some Six Sigma
teams face obstacles linking the changes made to improved process performance. One of the
challenges of a Six Sigma project is defining data collection plans and measurement techniques
for a process before starting, during the transformation and after the new process is in place.
Change Management: Perhaps the most challenging element for many companies is that the
operators, engineers, and supervisors — not the Six Sigma teams — must maintain the
improved processes. These groups often have not taken ownership of Six Sigma changes.
Even well-intentioned people tend to fall back on habit, or the old ways of doing things. Often,
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executive management needs to push for change to occur – which is not likely unless they see
the potential benefits of the changes a Six Sigma project will require.
As an example of some of these challenges, QNI reports that Six Sigma teams once needed
hours or days getting data out of reports and spreadsheets to analyze. They were likely to “get
lost in a huge sea of data” to analyze. It was not straightforward to identify what to measure or
the frequency of data acquisition for the analysis to be valid. Fortunately, QNI had installed
software from OSIsoft® called the PI System that monitors processes as they operate in real
time, collecting and extracting data, and performing calculations against it. QNI has analyzed
this operational history to understand how frequently data needs to be gathered to support
sound decisions and changes.
OSIsoft® (www.osisoft.com) delivers the PI System,
the industry standard in enterprise historians, as the
core of its real-time infrastructure platform. A global
base of more than 11,000 installations across
manufacturing, energy, utilities, life sciences, and
other process industries relies upon the OSIsoft PI
System to safeguard data and deliver enterprise-wide
visibility into operational health in order to manage
assets, mitigate risks, and identify new market
opportunities.
For more than 25 years, the PI System has proved
itself to be the platform of choice for extending
operational insights to all levels of the organization.
OSIsoft remains committed to our customers and
their expectations for return on investment through:
• Pervasive Connectivity.
• Scalable Architecture.
• Fast Deployment.
• Evergreen Platform.

PI System Support for DMAIC

Most Six Sigma project teams look for
whatever data is available to support
their projects. Some of the most
obvious data is in reports that cover a
shift, a day or a week’s worth of
activity. These may be appropriate for
some projects; but generally
performance of an operational process
shows significant variation in the
course of a shift — or even an hour or
sometimes a minute.

To truly attack process quality, it’s
important to measure and analyze its
variation over time. That is where the
value of real-time production data
comes into play. In tackling production
Companies who adopt the PI System as their realprocess issues in process industries, Six
time infrastructure equip themselves with powerful
Sigma teams need fairly granular data.
data management and decision support capabilities
that enable continuous improvement and power
They also need to be able to see it in
competitive advantage.
context (for example, ambient
temperatures and humidity effects on
process performance) and have good
ways to analyze it. This is where the OSIsoft PI System is playing a role.
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In working with its customers, OSIsoft has learned some of the ways in which the PI System
can support Six Sigma teams effectively. Each of the five phases of the DMAIC cycle can be
more effective with PI System support.
Define

Companies must have a foundational understanding of the state of their business and the
systems they use to measure them. This phase relates customer satisfaction to specific
business systems and processes. It also involves studying the likely impact of a project to
determine whether the potential benefit warrants the effort. If it does, this phase also scopes
out the project.
In most operating environments, Six Sigma project ideas come from operations managers,
engineers, supervisors and employees as they see trouble spots. The organizations best
positioned for this effort already have operational data archives, such as OSIsoft’s PI System,
installed. These applications gather data from control systems — such as DCS or PLCs as well
as those embedded in equipment — and other operational records and integrate this data into a
single time-series view of operational performance.
The real-time data from control systems may not be directly useful, as QNI’s Hunter describes.
“We could not get this data out of our control system. We lost data after a week and could not
download it into a spreadsheet or statistical software tool for regression analysis. Before we
put PI in, the only historical data we had to report on was summary data averaged daily. ”
At QNI, the operational employees on each shift are engaged in Mini Business Teams that
track and seek to improve operational safety, quality, cost, and people issues. They use
statistically-driven control charts and histograms to track Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
At the beginning of their shift, these teams review performance excursions or improvements
using OSIsoft’s PI ProcessBook, a graphical front end for the PI real-time data. These teams
monitor and improve processes they can affect by changing methods or flows.
For issues they cannot address, the Mini Business Team will ask the Six Sigma Black Belts
from a special Operational Excellence group to evaluate their problem for Six Sigma project
value. Six Sigma is required when the issue crosses functional boundaries, requires higherlevel management changes or when the data analysis is complex and time-consuming or
simply not obvious. QNI is also training engineers as Yellow Belts in Six Sigma so they can
better identify projects that are likely to warrant a Six Sigma project.
A key at the Define step is to run simulations or what-if scenarios using actual vs. various sets
of planned parameters. This can provide the ability to quantify potential impact and decide
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whether a project merits Six Sigma treatment. If it does, this scenario analysis can also help
set targets for process improvement in a project and can direct investigation during measure
and analyze phases.
Measure

The Measure phase of a Six Sigma project evaluates the performance of systems that support
the process and assess the
capability of the process
itself. Perhaps the most
challenging aspect of this
for many Six Sigma teams
is knowing what to
measure and how. What to
measure may continue to
be a challenge, but how to
do it should not be. In
most process
manufacturing
environments, detailed
data is available about
many of the key
production processes in
Figure 3: ProcessBook Batch Trend from QNI Yabulu to show variation of ore
systems such as the PI
grade to the plant for different blends. Each blend, using ore from up to 10 mines, is
System that stores granular
set up in PI as a separate batch. QNI conducted a Six Sigma project to reduce the
data in a time-series
grade variation.
fashion, and at a very high
resolution. PI’s ProcessBook delivers graphical views of that data. (Figure 3)
Depending on the project, the specific data needed and the level of detail may vary. This calls
for a data collection plan that matches the problem scope. Six Sigma teams that start with
granular data gathered in real-time during a process can then retrieve data at any level of
aggregation and across the appropriate time scale and scope. The PI System aggregates and
correlates data as needed. QNI uses PI BatchView to see performance by batch of material as
it goes through the process, for example.
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Another common set of
data available in
processing facilities comes
from statistical quality
control or SQC such as PI
SQC. SQC systems gather
data on an ongoing basis,
tracking it against high and
low control limits as well
as a target for smooth
operation. SQC systems
can pinpoint and chart how
a process is running and
when excursions or
Figure 4: SQC trend in ProcessBook of ore grade variation for an individual blend at
exceptions occur. (Figure
QNI Yabulu. Notice the standard deviation and sigma band display.
4) Six Sigma teams can
use this system to measure their processes’ capabilities. QNI’s Hunter points out, “The
advantage of this SQC trend over the batch trend is that it shows the standard deviation in real
time as well as the sigma bands. Our target is less than 1 standard deviation for each blend.”
Six Sigma teams should seek out specialized applications that might feed them required data.
For example, QNI also used a downtime monitoring application developed by OSIsoft in New
Zealand to feed a Six Sigma project focused on reducing production stoppages. This
application uses PI alarm tags to log events when equipment goes down or is not running to
full efficiency.
Six Sigma teams should seek systems that can provide automatic measurement, like those in
SQC, BatchView, ProcessBook and PI, to deliver much of the data they need without extra
work on the team’s part. QNI reports, “Using OSIsoft’s PI ProcessBook, Six Sigma teams can
visualize the data in views, charts, scatter diagrams, and analyzed forms of data. They can also
automatically extract the data through tools such as OSIsoft’s Datalink/ODBC and OLEDB for
batch data to use in the next step of analysis in statistical tools.”
Some of the PI System applications, such as Sigmafine, can also help gauge the validity of the
data gathered. One of the most critical failures of a Six Sigma project can be inaccurate or
unreliable measurements. The reconciliation and validation process available in Sigmafine can
spot problems such as meter or sensor malfunctions or calibration issues. This boosts
confidence and can greatly speed project results.
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Analyze

The Analyze phase is where the Six Sigma team actually assesses performance gaps in some
detail. Armed with measurements and data, the objective is to understand what they mean,
where the process falls short and what changes might improve process performance. To
succeed and get results quickly, teams must not get stuck in “analysis paralysis” but truly find
appropriate data, drilling down and using analytical views until they develop an understanding
of what needs to change.
Like many other OSIsoft customers, QNI uses PI ProcessBook here to gain on-line, real-time
views of a process’ performance. As data streams in from the process through PI, users can
see it in a dynamic graphical
display; teams can also
evaluate days, weeks or
months worth of data in this
graphical format. A starting
point for identifying root
causes of variability can be
an X-Y Chart to show
relationships between
variables to select which
variables to conduct
regression analysis on in a
statistical tool.
QNI’s Hunter gives an
example: “One of our current
Six Sigma projects is to
reduce the cooling water
circuit temperature to give
improved cooling in the plant
Figure 5: This is an X-Y chart in ProcessBook at QNI Yabulu, which plots the
based on both the ambient air temperature and the cooling water temperature from
processes. One obvious
the plant’s cooling towers to look for the effect of ambient temperature.
candidate for impact on
cooling water temperature is
the ambient temperature at the facility. We want to find everything that affects the cooling
water temperature before we actually try to reduce the temperature.” (Figure 5.)
A variety of statistical approaches and tools are available, but none are effective without a rich
and accurate data set as available in the OSIsoft suite. Using Sigmafine can ensure data quality
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and reconciliation. This prevents “dirty” data from misleading the Six Sigma team. It can also
boost confidence in the data being gathered for the project.
PI BatchView can deliver data pertaining to each batch of material. This batch-level data can
also correlate to the overall context in the PI System to examine likely root causes for
problems. SQC charts can also deliver a view of how capable a process is. As in Figure 4,
SQC can show data based on standard deviation as well as based on sigma bands or DPMO.
This quality view can be invaluable and help present only relevant, outlier data to indicate
problems – or show how the process performs when running in control.
Avoiding
analysis
paralysis
Abs Variogram: 1970 NH2OH
requires the
right amount
of data
based on
measures at
an
appropriate
frequency.
QNI began
using
Variograms
to examine
the sampling
plan for its
data when
faced with
expanding
Figure 6: Variograms such as this one from QNI show the cycle of variation in measurements, and can
the plant by
help identify what data frequency to use for Six Sigma analysis.
double.
“The laboratory people were concerned about taking twice as many samples,” according to
Hunter. “And we wanted to know the optimum sample frequency to capture process variation.”
The Variograms look at how much routine samples vary using PI data. (Figure 6) The
Variogram statistical analysis determines whether samples are taken too frequent or not
frequent enough to capture actual process variation.
Absolute Variogram for 355-1970 NH2OH – 04/01/05 – 18/05/05.
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Most Six Sigma teams will perform some analysis in specialized statistical software (QNI uses
MINITAB from Minitab Inc. and Statistica from Statsoft, Inc, for example). One of the keys
to analysis success can be transferring data from the operational software such as PI and
ProcessBook to these statistical packages cleanly and efficiently. The PI ODBC interface
enables the automatic transfer of continuous PI data and transfers batch-oriented data from PI
BatchView with its OLEDB capability.

Improve

Six Sigma results come from actual changes to business processes made at the Improve phase.
There may or may not be IT changes and support needed to make the process changes.
However, systems such as the PI System are critical in measuring and validating the impact of
improvements – and many Six Sigma teams have found that proof of progress and savings are
critical for the ongoing success of Six Sigma programs.
The PI System helps companies gather process measurement data, put it in context and
perform calculations and other base analysis. The core platform monitors process performance
over time. Teams can view this historical data through ProcessBook for ongoing changes to
key metrics, PI Batch for
comparison by material lot, or
PI SQC for an analyzed view
in control limit terms such as
Xbar and R charts.
QNI uses a combination of PI
ProcessBook and the
statistical analysis software
Minitab to measure
improvement on a weekly
basis. For some of the
processes they measure, QNI
quantifies improvements into
daily savings charts. (Figure
7 – from current QNI Case
study page 5) This powerful
proof of a project’s impact is
available to Six Sigma teams
working on projects that
involve materials or energy.
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If you can tie current pricing into performance data, these compelling charts will help
management understand improvements in their financial terms. This type of analysis requires
a real-time infrastructure, such as the PI System, that can put multiple sources of data into
context accurately for data analysis.
Control

Making sure process changes are maintained is the objective of the Control phase of a Six
Sigma project. The Six Sigma team is not generally involved in the day-to-day process
operation to enforce control. Successful Six Sigma teams turn the new process over for those
involved in executing it during the course of the project. But maintaining these changes is a
frequent challenge.
At QNI, the Mini Business Teams have ownership of the measures and improvements for the
projects they undertake. The ownership is not as strong for Six Sigma projects, but the Six
Sigma Black Belts do have weekly meetings with the team operating the process to keep them
informed and create at some understanding and ownership.
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This is where the daily operational use of the the PI System comes into play. Operating teams
receive ongoing views of performance and alerts for out-of-spec processes in real-time, as they
occur. “Once PI ProcessBook is set up and you can show them this is improving the process
and there really is the benefit, (the operating teams) are more likely to support the changed
process,” said Hunter. SQC
Measure
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Control
charts provide another way
to demonstrate performance
to those running the process.
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Figure 8: QNI has mapped out available PI System tools for its Six Sigma teams to
use in the Measure, Analyze and Control phases of the Six Sigma methodology.
Since the data is used to run operations and feed nearly any analysis of operational
processes, it indirectly supports other Six Sigma tasks as well.

ProcessBook and SQC
charts provide a real-time
view of performance.
Further, OSIsoft’s
Advanced Computing
Engine (ACE) and
Performance Equations (PE)
provide common
calculations based on a
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variety of data inputs. ACE is designed to help companies create and implement standard
calculations based on operating and other data. PE can provide unit performance, real-time
cost and yield accounting, grade-based costing, batch summaries and conversions and
totalizations. Either tool can combine operational with other enterprise data for meaningful
information. So beyond just the simple data-based measures, complex performance
calculations can be performed automatically, as a process is running. This proof that Six
Sigma-initiated changes have achieved meaningful improvement is essential to sustain the
modified process.
QNI has spelled out how Six Sigma training teams can directly use various OSIsoft products to
support three key phases of Six Sigma’s DMAIC. (Figure 8) Ongoing operational and
engineering use of the PI System is focused on minimizing excursions and disruptions and
keeping the process operating at peak performance. Employees viewing SQC and
ProcessBook graphics are focused on success. So the tools that help define measure and
analyze a Six Sigma project can also help keep the process in control.
Lessons Learned

Many of the keys to success with Six Sigma will be familiar from earlier improvement
initiatives. Collaboration, education, data accuracy, automation of data collection, focus, and
appropriate scoping of both process and the data to support analysis of the process are
important to success. Executive management commitment is critical as well.
Collaborate. QNI and other OSIsoft customers have learned how to help operations and
engineering work together with the Six Sigma-trained Black Belts and Green Belts. QNI’s
Hunter says, “Operations, engineering and the Six Sigma coach are all needed in a Six Sigma
project. The coach understands the statistical tools, but you still need knowledge of the
process and which variables to look at for regression analysis.”
Educate. Six Sigma practitioners can encourage operations, engineering, maintenance, and
quality professionals to fix all they can using their own tools. These operations teams can
identify or define projects based on issues they cannot easily solve. Consider training
engineers as Yellow Belts to create a deeper understanding of the Six Sigma process and
project criteria. Since they will drive the Control phase of the Six Sigma project, they need to
be a part of the team, and updated throughout the phases.
Identify Accurate Data. On the other side, operations people can show a Six Sigma team
where to get the best data for a project. They work with many levels of data, often starting
with the very fine-grained real-time data that can show short cycle variations in a process.
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This represents data the operations team uses for ongoing operations productivity, and which
the Six Sigma team can use in projects to improve those processes.
Automate Measurement. Six Sigma teams can avoid spending days or weeks getting data out
of spreadsheets into analysis tools. Once the Six Sigma team develops a data collection plan,
operations can help set up ProcessBook displays of those measures at the defined frequency.
ACE and PE can calculate against that data for ongoing views of calculated performance
metrics.
Focus for Speed. No matter how good the collaboration, many Six Sigma projects can avoid
the trap of analysis paralysis by analyzing only what you need for the project. Selecting the
data to use in measures and analysis is part of the Define phase, as is the data collection plan.
There are many ways to automatically gather, extract and, in some cases, analyze the data that
can speed up analysis.
Sample Wisely. The granularity of data matters. Reports using averages may not show real
process variability; in most process plants, there is plenty of accurate data from real-time
systems such as the PI System. At the same time, many Six Sigma projects will see undue
variation by using the most granular real-time data about a process. Setting the sampling time
to minimize the data set needed may also simplify analysis. The QNI approach of using
Variograms can take real-time data to the next level by identifying the appropriate sampling
time and measurements to capture process variation with minimal data.
Convince Management. Use every tool at your disposal to prove the value of each Six Sigma
project. If you can quantify it in dollar savings or other hard metrics – not just before, but
during and after the change – and create simple graphical displays of those benefits, the
executive support is more likely to continue.
Leverage the PI System. Since Six Sigma projects may vary in scope from one piece of
equipment that is not performing well to cross-departmental issues, the right data set will vary
for each project. By starting with very granular data – such as that from real-time systems –
Six Sigma teams can analyze at any level of detail. The PI System also allows bringing many
data streams together and showing context for issues that no single person in operations might
have in their scope of control.
The statistical analysis approach used in Six Sigma can inadvertently lead teams down a path
of using off-line, after-the-fact data as the foundation. This is a trap to avoid. When Six
Sigma teams use the same systems as engineering and operations, the results are likely to be
produced faster and to be more accurate. The operations teams will also see the improvements
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from the Six Sigma project in familiar tools and be more likely to keep the changes in place
during the control phase. QNI and other OSIsoft customers have shown clearly that real-time
data can be the foundation for rapid, successful Six Sigma projects that generate sustainable
benefits.
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